
COREtec® the original: the revolution in hard floor 

coverings 
It may be raining innovations in the floor-covering sector, but you will very seldom come across a 

product that earns the label ‘revolutionary’. COREtec® the original rightly deserves that badge of 

honour. This hard floor covering – the result of the American Dream of the Flemish Piet Dossche – 

is storming the world market thanks to the unique technologies used and its indestructible nature. 

The COREtec® story – the life’s work of Piet Dossche, who is originally from Oudenaarde – reads like 

a film script. Dossche learned the tricks of the trade as a novice within the flooring sector both at 

home and abroad. He acquired a great deal of knowledge. By 2001, he had acquired the necessary 

experience and he deemed that the time was ripe to start his own company. And, so, US Floors was 

born in Dalton, Georgia, USA. Originally, it was a trading company where the primary activity was the 

import and distribution of bamboo floors and cork. In 2013, the symbiosis of Dossche’s marketing 

and product knowledge resulted in a revolutionary product: COREtec® the original. This is a 

waterproof multilayer floating floor with an underlay made of cork. So feel free to call Dossche the 

architect-inventor of the waterproof multilayer flooring category. 

Unique composition 

COREtec® the original is a revelation in the hard floor coverings category thanks to the unique 

composition of the floorboard. The protective layer of the COREtec® floor makes it extremely 

resistant to scratches and dirt. It is also waterproof. The floor does not swell up or shrink when 

exposed to moisture. So, you can install a COREtec® floor without any problems in a wet room, such 

as a bathroom. COREtec® the original is simply indestructible! 

Exclusive wood or tiled designs provide the designer or builder with countless options that allow the 

floor to be integrated seamlessly into any interior. A glue-less integrated click profile guarantees that 

the installation of the floating floor is simple. The cork underlay makes an additional sub-layer 

superfluous. The underlay also absorbs small irregularities in the surface. So, you can a install a 

COREtec® floor without problems on a wooden, concrete, or tiled surface. The cork underlay 

provides superior walking comfort. A COREtec® floor is also warmer and quieter.  

Technology 

Today, COREtec® the available with two technologies: SOUNDcore and SOLIDcore. Altogether, there 

are five collections and 94 designs. 

COREtec® SOUNDcore 

The TOP category in our product range – just as its name suggests – is most effective in terms of 

acoustics, comfort, warmth, and robustness. Air pockets in the core material make SOUNDcore a 

quiet floor that mutes sounds. The flexibility and rigidity make COREtec® extremely suitable for 

installation on top of existing floors. So, it ideal for renovations. There is no need for an additional 

sub-layer on the floor on which COREtec® will be installed and the surface will not show through. 

COREtec® with SOUNDcore technology is available between 8 mm and 8.5 mm. 

 

COREtec® SOLIDcore 



The SOLIDcore technology of COREtec® is developed as an alternative for project applications. A 

lowered compressibility combined with an increased specific weight makes this floor ultra strong and 

stable. It can handle anything. The COREtec® SOLIDcore is available in a thickness of 5 mm. The 

integrated cork underlay is a feature of COREtec®. 

Global patent 

Feel free to call the waterproof COREtec® hard floor coverings groundbreaking. As proof, note the 

recent growth of US Floors driven by COREtec® as a catalyst. The patented COREtec® has provided a 

global increase in sales of over 300%. It’s a tour de force that drew the attention of the world-

renowned investor Warren Buffett. He merged US Floors with his American Shaw flooring group 

(second in the world) for an undisclosed amount. Piet Dossche stayed on as manager in Georgia. His 

brother Jan manages the European Division from Waregem. 

 

More info? 

http://www.usfloorsllc.com  

http://www.usfloorsllc.com/

